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The role of the matrix protein (MA) of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 in intracellular transport,
assembly, and extracellular release of Gag polyprotein precursor (Pr55gag) was investigated by deletion
mutagenesis of the MA domain of recombinant Gag precursor expressed in baculovirus-infected cells. In
addition, three carboxy-terminally truncated forms of the Gag precursor, representing mainly the MA, were
constructed. One corresponded to an MA with a deletion of its last 12 residues (amb120), while the others
corresponded to the entire MA with an additional sequence from the N-terminal portion of the CA (amb143 and
och180). Deletions within the MA central region (residues 41 to 78) appeared to be detrimental to Gag particle
assembly and budding from the plasma membrane. A slightly narrower domain, between amino acids 41 and
68, was found to be critical for soluble Gag secretion. Mutations which totally or partially deleted one or the
other of the two polybasic signals altered the transport of N-myristylated Gag precursor to the plasma
membrane. In coexpression with wild-type Gag precursor, a discrete trans-dominant negative effect on wild-type
Gag particle assembly and release was observed with deletion mutants located in the central MA region
(residues 41 to 78). A more significant negative effect was obtained with the two recombinant proteins of
amb120 and och180, which redirected the Gag particle assembly pathway from the plasma membrane
compartment to intracellular vesicles (amb120) and to the nuclear compartment (och180).

Multiple structural and physiological functions have been
assigned to the matrix proteins (MA) of retroviruses in general
and that of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) in
particular (reviewed in reference 46). At late stages of the virus
cycle, the MA is a key factor in virion morphogenesis, via its
role in (i) intracellular transport (10, 50), (ii) plasma mem-
brane targeting of Gag precursor (Pr55gag) and extracellular
budding of membrane-enveloped virions (4, 13, 14, 17, 28, 30,
31, 34, 38, 39, 47, 51), and (iii) virion incorporation of viral
glycoproteins (9, 45, 48, 49). At early steps of the virus cycle,
the MA may be involved in penetration of cells by the virions
and in virus infectivity (8, 44, 49). Additional MA properties,
such as (i) coencapsidation of unmyristylated Gag-Pol polypro-
teins (29), (ii) association with the viral genome and transport
of viral preintegration complex to the nucleus (5, 6), and (iii)
influence on the binding of Pr55gag to viral RNA in vitro (7),
have been reported.
The signals responsible for some of these MA functions have

been identified, whereas others are still hypothetical. Targeting
to the plasma membrane, virus assembly, and budding depend
directly or indirectly upon the myristylation at the N terminus
of the MA domain of the Gag precursor (28, 30–32, 34, 38),
whereas nuclear addressing and binding to genomic RNA can
be mediated by one or two potential karyophilic signals located
at residues 26 to 32 (KKKYKLK) and 110 to 114 (KSKKK) in
the HIV-1 MA. Likewise, the reported role of the MA domain
in HIV-1 infectivity has been hypothesized to be associated
with a specific sequence (AADTGHSSQV) at residues 119 to

128 in the MA carboxy terminus, which has strong homology
with structural proteins of most picornaviruses and flaviviruses
(2, 49). However, membrane binding of Gag precursor and
virus particle formation and stability are likely results of the
combination of discrete intermolecular interactions, in which
multiple peptide sequences and the overall conformation of
structural proteins can participate (9, 26, 32, 33, 39, 51).
In cells infected with recombinant baculovirus expressing

N-myristylated Gag precursor, Gag particles are efficiently
assembled and released by budding from the plasma mem-
brane, even in the case of Gag precursors lacking the NC
domain (Pr42gag), provided that the p2 junction peptide at the
CA-NC junction (19, 25) is not deleted (15, 21, 36). On the
other hand, unmyristylated Gag precursors are also released at
high levels into Sf9 cell culture medium, albeit in soluble form,
implying that secretion of unassembled Gag polyprotein mol-
ecules is not dependent upon myristyl modification of the N
terminus, but upon the presence and accessibility of another
signal(s). The highest efficiency in secretion of soluble Gag has
been observed with nucleocapsid-deleted Pr41gag, suggesting
that the signal recognized by a putative membrane receptor is
located within amino acids 15 to 375 in the Gag sequence (36).
The observation that the Pr39gag cleavage product accumu-
lated by the insertion mutant in40, which consisted of the
p24CA and p15NC domains, was not found in detectable
amounts in the culture medium (7) strongly suggested that the
secretion signal for soluble Gag polyprotein is localized in the
MA.
In order to further dissect the mechanisms of intracellular

transport and extracellular release of membrane-enveloped
Gag particles and soluble Gag polyproteins, we generated a
panel of mutants with deletions (dl) in the MA domain of
HIV-1 Gag precursor and analyzed their resulting phenotypes
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in a baculovirus expression system (7, 20, 35, 36). The effects of
these deletions in cis were studied by using singly infected cells,
and those in trans were studied by using coexpression with
wild-type (WT) Pr55gag. We found that none of the dl mutants
in their unmyristylated versions assembled intracellular core-
like particles. In the N-myristylated Pr55gag, the deletions in
the MA central region, within residues 41 to 78, were detri-
mental to assembly and budding of membrane-enveloped Gag
particles. The deletion of either one or the other consensus
karyophilic signal affected the intracellular localization of the
mutant Gag particles. Furthermore, a significant trans-domi-
nant negative effect was observed in coinfections of WT
Pr55gag with two forms of recombinant MA proteins, amb120
and och180. Coexpression with amb120 resulted in a massive
accumulation of membrane-enveloped particles within intracy-
toplasmic vesicles, whereas och180 redirected the Gag particle
assembly process towards the nucleus. Electron microscope
autoradiography (EM-ARG) provided some evidence that
intranuclear molecules of HIV-1 Pr55gag could be N myristy-
lated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Nomenclature. Each internal deletion (dl) mutant is abbreviated by a block of
two numbers corresponding to the two codons which immediately preceded and
followed the deletion, starting from the gag initiator methionine (43). For
example, dl20-32 indicates that the arginine residue specified by codon 20 is
immediately followed by lysine, which occupies position 32 in the WT MA
sequence (Table 1). The N-myristylated form of each Gag mutant is indicated by
the suffix myr1 (e.g., dl90-104myr1), and its unmyristylated counterpart is
indicated by myr2. For reasons of simplification, the carboxy-truncated mutants
were named according to the nature of their stop codon (amb or och) within the
MA or CA sequence and according to the number of the last amino acid of the
Gag sequence, regardless of the few foreign C-terminal residues originating from
the insertion cassette or linker (Table 1). Thus, amb120 referred to the mutant
with an amber stop codon placed at position 125 in the construct, which left the
first 120 amino acids of the MA unchanged (Table 1).
Virus, cells, and infections. Recombinant baculoviruses were obtained by in

vivo recombination in Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9) cells between an intermediate
baculoviral plasmid vector containing the entire HIV-1 gag gene under the
control of the polyhedrin promoter (pGmAc-NGag; 7, 35, 36) and Bsu36I-
digested DNA from the AcNPV-derived BacPAK6 virus (Clonetech Lab., Palo
Alto, Calif.). WT and mutant Gag recombinants were produced in Sf9 cells
maintained in Grace’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, and
cells were harvested at 12, 24, 36, and 48 h postinfection (p.i.). In complemen-
tation experiments, Sf9 cells were simultaneously infected pairwise with two
mutants at a multiplicity of infection of 10 PFU/cell each. In trans-dominant

assays with WT Pr55gag, Sf9 cells were coinfected with the recombinant express-
ing the Gag mutant and with Gag12myr1 or G2A, expressing N-myristylatedWT
Pr55gag and unmyristylated full-length Pr55gag, respectively. For Gag processing
assays in vivo, cells were infected with the recombinant expressing the Gag
substrate at 20 PFU/cell for 1 h at room temperature, and then the virus
inoculum was removed and the cells were further incubated for 1 h with 10 PFU
of the HIV-1 protease-expressing recombinant (PR107; 7, 20, 41) per cell.
Construction of recombinant Gag mutants. Before insertion into the baculo-

virus vector, all the mutagenesis steps were performed in a pBluescript II KS2
plasmid containing the coding sequences for two forms of the HIV-1 gag gene,
one coding for an N-myristylated WT Pr55gag and the other one coding for the
N-myristylation-defective mutant G2A (7). Short internal deletions in the MA
were generated as follows. The individual MA deletions D1 to D10, contained in
separate plasmids provided by XiaoFang Yu (HXB2-derived sequence [48, 49]),
were rescued by PCR amplification with the pair of primers A and B, for the
N-myristylated version of Gag precursor, or the pair A* and B, for the non-
N-myristylated version. Oligonucleotides A (59-CCATGGGTGCGAGAGCGT
CAGTATTAAGCGGGGGA-39) and A* (59-CCCCCATGGCTGCGAGAGC
GTCAGTATTAAGCGGGGG-39) were designed with an NcoI site (under-
lined) at the initiator methionine, and oligonucleotide B overlapped the TAA
stop codon (underlined) of gag (39-AGCAGTGTTATTTGTATCCCCC-59).
After being blunted, the PCR products were digested with PstI (codon position
210 in the CA domain) and the fragments were inserted into pBluescript II KS2
cut byHincII and PstI for DNA sequencing. Each deletion-containing segment of
the gag gene was then excised by digestion with NcoI and PstI, and these
segments were placed into the same sites of a previously constructed insertion
mutant of gag which contained a unique insertional EcoRI site and thus
facilitated the screening (in143 [7]). The large deletion dl42-100 was created by
excising the fragment between the unique insertional EcoRI site of our mutant
in40 and the natural HindIII site at codon 100 in the MA and religating the
blunted ends. The carboxy-truncated mutants amb120 and amb143 were gener-
ated by inserting an amber multistop codon XbaI linker (double-stranded
59-CTAGTCTAGACTAG-39) into the blunted EcoRI site created at codons 120
and 143 by our linker-insertion mutagenesis (7). The carboxy-truncated mutant
och180 (formerly och184 [7]) was isolated as a result of a cloning accident. Its gag
sequence consisted of the entire MA and the first 48 amino acids from the CA
domain. The required oligonucleotides were synthesized by Eurogentec (Sera-
ing, Belgium). The sequences of the mutants are depicted in Table 1.
Electrophoretic and immunological analyses. Proteins were electrophoresed

in sodium dodecyl sulfate–12.5% polyacrylamide gels (SDS-PAGE gels; acryl-
amide-to-bisacrylamide ratio of 50:0.8), by using a discontinuous buffer system
(23), and electrically transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Hybond-ECL;
Amersham) at 180 mA for 90 min, by using a semidry system (Cambridge
Electrophoresis, Ltd., Cambridge, United Kingdom). After blocking in 5% skim
milk in Tris-buffered saline (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) containing
0.05% Tween 20 (TBS-T) for 1 h at room temperature, the Gag proteins were
detected on blots by successive reactions with anti-Gag primary antibody at a
dilution of 1:1,000 in TBS-T for 16 h at room temperature, alkaline phosphatase-
labeled anti-immunoglobulin G conjugate (1:1,000; Sigma), and nitroblue tetra-
zolium–5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate toluidinium cosubstrate-substrate
(Boehringer) for color development. The following primary antibodies were
used: (i) mouse monoclonal antibody (MAb) Epiclone-5001, directed against
Pr55-p24 (Epitope, Beaverton, Oreg.) and mapped between residues 341 and 357

TABLE 1. Amino acid sequences of MA internal deletion mutants and carboxy-truncated Gag mutantsa

Mutant designation WT sequenceb Mutant sequenceb Originc

dl10-21d 10-GGELDRWEKIRL-21 10-G–L-21 D1
dl20-32 20-RLRPGGKKKYKLK-32 20-R–K-32 D2
dl31-41 31-LKHIVWASREL-41 31-L–I-41 D3
dl41-57 41-LERFAVNPGLLETSEGC-57 41-L–C-57 D4
dl56-68 56-GCRQILGQLQPSL-68 56-G–L-68 D5
dl67-78 67-SLQTGSEELRSL-78 67-S–I78 D6
dl78-91 78-LYNTVATLYCVHQR-91 78-L–R-91 D7
dl90-104 90-QRIEIKDTKEALDKI-104 90-Q–I-104 D8
dl104-115 104-IEEEQNKSKKKA-115 104-L–A-115 D9
dl115-129 115-AQQAAADTGHSSQVS-129 115-A–S-129 D10
dl42-100 42-E[43-99]A-100 42-E–L–A-100
amb120 120-ADTGH . . .e 120-AGILV-stop
amb143 143-VHQAISP . . .e 143-VWNSSLD-stop
och180 180-TPQD . . .e 180-THKI-stop

a Each one of the fourteen deletion (dl) mutants presented in the table was constructed in both N-myristylated and unmyristylated versions.
bWith the exception of L-to-I substitutions at positions 41 and 78, and the I-to-L substitution at residue 104, the WT Gag amino acids which were unchanged in the

mutant sequences are in boldface type, and deleted or foreign residues are in standard characters.
c Nomenclature of the proviral clones (48, 49) from which our recombinant baculovirus mutants were derived.
d The amino acid numbering started from the initiation methionine of the gag gene sequence at nucleotide 336 in the HIV-1LAV sequence (43).
e Ellipsis indicates that the sequence continues.
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(7); (ii) anti-Pr55-p17 MAb Epiclone-5003; (iii) anti-Pr55-p17 MAb 3H7
(mapped between residues 113 and 122 [27a]); (iv) anti-p6 rat MAb M35/2F8
(42), mapped between residues 463 and 500 (6a); and (iv) homemade anti-Gag
polyclonal antibody, raised in a rabbit by injection of a bacterially expressed
glutathione-S-transferase-fused (18) p23gag protein, consisting of the MA and the
N-terminal third of the CA domain until residue Ala-210 (PstI site). We mapped
the Epiclone-5003 epitope to the carboxy-terminal extremity of the MA, between
residues 120 and 132, since its reactivity in blots was drastically reduced with our
Gag mutant dl115-129 and totally abolished with the recombinant MA protein of
amb120 (data not shown).
Immunological assay for extracellular Gag. Gag protein was assayed as

membrane-enveloped particles (N-myristylated Gag) or soluble protein (unmyri-
stylated form) in unfractionated samples of culture fluid from recombinant-
infected cells harvested at 48 h p.i. After clarification by centrifugation at 10,000
3 g for 10 min, 40-ml aliquots of culture medium from 106 cells were denatured
with 20 ml of SDS sample buffer and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and enhanced
chemiluminescence immunoblotting (7). Luminograms (Hyperfilm-ECL; Amer-
sham) were scanned at 610 nm with an automatic scanner (REP-EDC densi-
tometer system; Helena Laboratories, Beaumont, Tex.). To prevent misevalua-
tions of overexposed bands and to stay within the linear range of response of Gag
signals, several exposures of the same immunoblot were made, and linearity was
verified by using a series of twofold-diluted samples of WT Pr55gag added as
internal standards to each immunoblot. The level of extracellular Gag mutant
was expressed as the percentage of N-myristylated WT Pr55gag released by
Gag12myr1 or the percentage of unmyristylated soluble Gag secreted by G2A in
parallel infected cell cultures, to which were attributed the 100% value.
DNA sequence analysis. Clones carrying deletions in the gag gene were verified

by sequence analysis of the desired DNA fragment reinserted into pBluescript II
KS2, by using the dideoxynucleotide chain termination technique (37). The
Sequenase kit version 2.0 from U.S. Biochemical Corp. (Cleveland, Ohio) was
used for sequencing, according to the supplier’s recommendations. The inserts
were usually sequenced from both ends, by using the M13 universal forward and
reverse primers. However, for large DNA fragments in which no convenient
restriction sites were available for subcloning, oligonucleotides hybridizing to
sequences upstream and downstream of the mutations were used for priming.
Viral RNA binding. North Western (NW) blotting was performed under the

conditions previously described (7, 21, 24). The 32P-labeled probe corresponded
to the 59-terminal portion of HIV-1LAV genomic RNA (43), overlapping the
splice donor site and the start of the gag gene. It was obtained by in vitro
transcription of the SacI-XmnI fragment (nucleotides 675 to 840) cloned in
pBluescript II KS2, by using an RNA transcription kit (Stratagene). Nonspecific
probe was transcribed from the complementary strand.
EM and EM-ARG. For conventional electron microscopy (EM), Sf9 cells were

infected at a multiplicity of infection of 10 PFU/cell and harvested at 40 to 48 h
p.i. The cell pellets were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer, pH 7.5, postfixed with osmium tetroxide (2% in H2O), and treated with
tannic acid (0.5% in H2O). After dehydration, the specimens were embedded in
Epon (Epon-812; Fulham, Latham, N.Y.). Sections were stained with 2.6%
alkaline lead citrate and 0.5% uranyl acetate in 50% ethanol and examined with
a Hitachi H7100 electron microscope. For EM-ARG, [9,10 (n)-3H]myristic acid
in toluene (1.92 TBq/mmol; Amersham) was dried under vacuum, resuspended
in dimethyl sulfoxide, and added to baculovirus-infected cells maintained in
serum-free culture medium (7.4 MBq/ml) for 24 h at 16 h p.i. The [3H]myristyl-
labeled cell samples were fixed with phosphate-buffered 2.5% glutaraldehyde
and embedded in Epon as described above. Grids supporting the cell sections
were coated with Ilford nuclear research emulsion L4 in gel form and exposed at
48C in lightproof boxes containing silica gel as a dessicant (11). Grids were taken
at 2-week intervals, and the emulsion was developed by gold latensification (3).
Sections were stained with 2% uranyl acetate in H2O and examined with the
electron microscope.

RESULTS

Isolation of MA deletion mutants in recombinant baculovi-
rus. Fourteen mutants with deletions (dl) in the gag gene of
HIV-1 were generated. Each mutant was constructed in its
N-myristylated and unmyristylated versions (G2A substitution
[7]), and the resulting phenotypes of the Gag precursor
mutants were analyzed in a baculovirus expression system (20,
35, 36). Ten short in-frame deletions scanned the entire MA
domain. Mutants dl10-21, dl20-32, dl31-41, dl41-57, dl56-68,
dl67-78, dl78-91, dl90-104, dl104-115, and dl115-129 contained
deletions of 9 to 15 residues (48, 49). A larger deletion mutant,
dl42-100, overlapped a block of five short deletions in the MA
central region, spanning residues 43 to 99. In addition, three
carboxy-truncated forms of Gag precursor representing mainly
the MA protein were constructed. (i) amb120 expressed the
MA with a deletion of its last 12 residues, including the highly

conserved viral sequence within amino acids 119 to 128
(AADTGHSSQV [2]); (ii) amb143 expressed the entire MA
extended by 11 amino acids from the adjacent N terminus of
the CA domain; and (iii) och180 codes for the MA extended by
48 amino acids from the CA (Table 1) domain.
Synthesis and intracellular processing of MA mutants in

Sf9 cells. The level of synthesis, apparent molecular mass, and
stability of each Gag mutant were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and
immunoblotting of extracts from cells harvested at different
times after infection. Most of the mutants showed the expected
molecular masses for their recombinant Gag precursors, which
accumulated as stable 55- or 54-kDa proteins (Fig. 1). How-
ever, for two mutants in each series, dl41-57myr1 and dl42-
100myr1 (Fig. 1a) and dl67-78myr2 and dl42-100myr2 (Fig.
1b), only trace amounts of the primary gag gene product were
visible and a shorter Gag protein species was found at 39 kDa.
The possibility of an error in the gag sequence was excluded on
the basis of mutant DNA sequencing data and time-course
synthesis and immunological analysis of the mutant Gag
products. The Pr39gag species failed to react with MAb anti-
p17 (Epiclone-5003), but it still reacted with rat MAb anti-p6
(data not shown), suggesting that Pr39gag retained the CA and
NC domains. This was reminiscent of the in40 pattern (7), and
it would imply that the MA-CA junction was more accessible
to proteolytic cleavage in some mutants than in WT Pr55gag.
The recombinant MA proteins expressed by amb120, amb143,
and och180 migrated with the expected respective apparent
molecular masses of 14.5, 16, and 22 kDa (Fig. 1c).
Processing of Pr55gag at its MA-CA and CA-NC junctions by

HIV-1 protease coexpressed in trans in Sf9 cells (7, 20) was
used as an in vivo qualitative assay for mutant Gag conforma-
tional change and domain accessibility. Upon coexpression of
recombinant protease, most of the MA internal deletion
mutants showed the proteolytic pattern previously described
(7), with a major intermediate cleavage product at 39 kDa and
two specific discrete bands migrating as a doublet and corre-

FIG. 1. SDS-PAGE and immunoblot analysis of full-length Pr55gag and Gag
deletion mutants expressed in recombinant baculovirus-infected Sf9 cells har-
vested at 48 h p.i. (a and b) Internal deletion (dl) mutants in their N-myristylated
(a) and unmyristylated (b) versions. Lanes: 1, dl10-21; 2, dl20-32; 3, dl31-41; 4,
dl41-57; 5, dl56-68; 6, dl67-78; 7, dl78-91; 8, dl90-104; 9, dl104-115; 10, dl115-129;
11, dl42-100; m, prestained molecular mass markers (BRL); U, mock-infected
cells; Bac, BacPak6-infected cells; WT, N-myristylated full-length Pr55gag ex-
pressed by Gag12myr1; G2A, unmyristylated full-length Pr55gag. (c) Unmyristy-
lated carboxy-truncated Gag mutants. Lanes: 120, amb120myr2; 143, amb143
myr2; 180, och180myr2. Blots a and b were immunoreacted with anti-p24 MAb
(Epiclone-5001), and blot c was immunoreacted with two anti-p17 MAbs,
Epiclone-5003 and 3H7. Note that amb120 lacked the epitope recognized by
Epiclone-5003 and only reacted with 3H7. N-Myristylated mutant patterns of
amb120myr1, amb143myr1, and och180myr1, similar to the patterns in panel c,
are not presented. Primary gag gene products are indicated by open dots, and the
Pr39gag cleavage product is indicated by asterisks. Numbers to the right of panels
a and b and to the left of panel c are molecular masses in kilodaltons.
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sponding to the p24-p25CA proteins (Fig. 2). However, three
mutants in the N-myristylated series, dl41-57myr1, dl56-
68myr1, and dl78-91myr1 (Fig. 2a), and two in the unmyri-
stylated series, dl10-21myr2 and dl67-78myr2 (Fig. 2b),
showed a lower level of p25-p24 species than did WT Pr55gag.
For these mutants, the processing was apparently blocked at
the higher-molecular-mass intermediate product Pr39gag, cor-
responding to the CA-NC domains. Two of these mutants
(dl41-57myr1 and dl67-78myr2) were found to produce un-
stable Gag precursor, accumulating as a Pr39gag breakdown
product in singly infected cells (Fig. 1). For the other mutants,
dl56-68myr1, dl78-91myr1, and dl10-21myr2, the lower effi-
ciency in Pr55gag processing suggested a mutation-induced
change in their three-dimensional structures which reduced
the accessibility of cleavage sites to the protease.
Viral RNA binding in vitro. The capacity of the MA dl

mutants to bind to a viral RNA probe containing the encapsi-
dation signal (psi) was investigated by NW blotting assays (7,
21, 24). As shown in Fig. 3, no binding was detectable for the
large deletion mutant dl42-100myr1 or for the short deletion

mutants dl41-57myr1, dl56-68myr1, and dl78-91myr1. The
binding was drastically reduced for dl67-78myr1, which bound
to the probe at 1 to 2% of the WT level, and for dl90-104myr1
and dl104-115myr1 (3 to 5% of the WT level). The other dl
mutants bound to the probe at levels significantly lower than
the WT level, i.e., 15 to 20% of the WT level for dl10-21myr1,
dl20-32myr1, and dl31-41myr1 and 30 to 35% of the WT level
for dl115-129myr1. The absence of an RNA signal associated
with mutants dl41-57myr1 and dl42-100myr1 was expected,
since they accumulated Pr39gag, a Gag precursor product which
fails to bind to psi-RNA probe in NW blotting despite its intact
NC domain, as shown with in40 (7). In the unmyristylated
series, no deletion mutant, except dl115-129myr2, was found
to have any detectable affinity for the riboprobe under the
standard conditions used (not shown). This result and the
absence of RNA binding shown by dl56-68myr1 and dl78-
91myr1 strongly suggested that a key role is played by the
N-myristylated MA domain, and more specifically its central
region, in the overall conformation of the full-length Gag
precursor and the subsequent affinity of its NC domain for viral
RNA (7).
Extracellular release of particulate and soluble Gag precur-

sor by MA dl mutants. The effect in cis of the MA deletions on
the efficiency of Gag particle budding and release in the culture
fluid of cells infected by the N-myristylated form of each dl
mutant was immunologically assayed at 48 h p.i. The level of
soluble Gag secretion in the culture fluid of cells expressing the
unmyristylated versions of the dl mutants was also assayed. As
shown in Fig. 4, Gag budding was almost totally abolished for
mutants dl41-57myr1, dl56-68myr1, dl67-78myr1, and dl42-
100myr1. The dl41-57myr1 phenotype could be due to an
indirect phenomenon, i.e., it could result from the instability
and intracellular proteolytic cleavage of dl41-57myr1 Gag
precursor at the p17-p24 junction (Fig. 2a), which generated a
p17-lacking, budding-defective Pr39gag product. The other
mutant patterns suggested the existence of a region in the MA,
within amino acids 56 to 78, which was critical for assembly,
budding, and extracellular release of N-myristylated Gag par-
ticles from the plasma membrane.
This region overlapped but did not completely coincide with

FIG. 2. In vivo processing of MA dl mutants by HIV-1 protease coexpressed
in trans in Sf9 cells. (a) N-Myristylated WT Pr55gag and dl mutants. (b)
Unmyristylated full-length Gag G2A and dl mutants. Cells were harvested at 24
h p.i. and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting with rabbit polyclonal
anti-Gag serum. Lanes: m, markers; U, mock-infected cells; Bac, BacPak6-
infected cell extracts; 1, dl10-21; 2, dl20-32; 3, dl31-41; 4, dl41-57; 5, dl56-68; 6,
dl67-78; 7, dl78-91; 8, dl90-104; 9, dl104-115; 10, dl115-129. Numbers at the left
are molecular masses in kilodaltons; 39 and 24/25 at the right refer to major
Pr55gag cleavage products.

FIG. 3. (a) NW blot analysis of Pr55gag and N-myristylated MA dl mutants.
Lanes: Bac, BacPak6-infected cell extract; WT, Gag12myr1; G2A, unmyristy-
lated full-length Gag; Gag13myr1, p6-p1-deleted Gag; Gag14myr1, p15-deleted
Gag. Asterisks indicate background bands. (b) Western blot (immunoblot)
corresponding to the right portion of the NW blot, showing the control lanes of
Gag14, Gag13, and G2A, after immunoreaction with MAb anti-Pr55-p24. The
positions of full-length Pr55gag, Pr47gag (p6-p1 deleted), Pr41gag (p15 deleted),
and Pr39gag (p17 deleted), visible on the Western blot, are indicated by open
dots.

FIG. 4. Extracellular release of Gag by MA dl mutants and carboxy-trun-
cated mutants in their N-myristylated (solid columns) or unmyristylated (hatched
columns) configuration. The Gag concentration in the growth medium (y axis)
was expressed as the percentage of the control value, i.e., as the percentage of
WT Pr55gag released by Gag12myr1 for the N-myristylated set or as the
percentage of soluble Gag protein secreted by G2A for the unmyristylated set.
The standard error was 10 to 15% of the reported values (n 5 3). The internal
deletions are positioned along the linear sequence of the MA domain, repre-
sented by the x axis, from the N terminus to the C terminus. Mutants dl42-100,
och180, amb143, and amb120 are arbitrarily grouped at the right in the panel.
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the one required for the secretion of unmyristylated, soluble
Gag precursor. The level of extracellular Gag was found to be
drastically reduced for dl41-57myr2 and dl56-68myr2, as well
as for the large deletion mutant dl42-100myr2 (Fig. 4). Since
the Gag precursor of dl41-57myr2 was not spontaneously
cleaved into Pr39gag, in contrast to its N-myristylated version,
dl41-57myr1, the secretion-defective phenotype of the dl41-
57myr2 mutant was not due to the indirect mechanism of p17
removal. It rather implied that a direct role was played by the
41-57 deletion in the Gag secretion process. Taken altogether,
these results identified a region in the MA, spanning residues
41 to 68, of which deletion was deleterious to soluble Gag
release.
cis effects of MA deletions on Gag particle assembly. The

assembly phenotypes of the dlmutants were examined with the
electron microscope. No intracellular particles were found with
the unmyristylated dl mutants, and only amorphous in-
clusions of recombinant material were occasionally seen (data
not shown). Likewise, no visible assemblies were found with
any of the three recombinant MA proteins expressed by
amb120, amb143, or och180, in contrast to the particulate
structures observed with simian immunodeficiency virus MA

expressed in recombinant vaccinia virus-infected cells (16). On
the other hand, the phenotypes of the N-myristylated dl
mutants could be arranged into four morphogenetic groups.
The group I phenotype consisted of the WT budding pattern,
and it was represented by a single mutant, dl115-129myr1 (Fig.
5a). Group II mutants exhibited a redistribution of Gag
particles, with particles found rarely at the cell surface but in
high numbers within intracytoplasmic, smooth-surfaced vesi-
cles. This was the case for dl20-32myr1 and dl104-115myr1
and to a lesser extent for dl31-41myr1 (Fig. 5b). Group III
mutants, dl10-21myr1, dl78-91myr1, and dl90-104myr1,
showed extracellular and budding Gag particles that were very
heterogeneous and irregular in shape and size (Fig. 5c and d).
Group IV consisted of budding-defective mutants showing
dense material at the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane
and occasionally intranuclear amorphous inclusions (Fig. 5e
and f). This group contained dl41-57myr1, dl56-68myr1,
dl67-78myr1, and dl42-100myr1, which had the same assem-
bly phenotype as the CA substitution mutant L268P (20). Thus,
EM analysis confirmed that the integrity of the central region
of the MA (residues 41 to 78) was essential for assembly,

FIG. 5. EM analysis of Sf9 cells expressing N-myristylated dl mutants belonging to different phenotypic groups. Cells expressing group I (a), group II (b), group III
(c and d), and group IV (e and f) mutants are shown. Cells were harvested at 48 h p.i. White arrows in panel e point to dense material accumulated at the inner leaflet
of the plasma membrane; (f) i, nuclear inclusion. Bars, 500 nm (a, b, c, and f) and 100 nm (d and e).
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budding, and extracellular release of N-myristylated Gag par-
ticles.
Complementation assays and trans dominance. A positive

complementation effect between two MA deletion mutants
would suggest the existence of separate functional subdomains
in the MA which compensate for each other upon coexpres-
sion. Possible mutual rescue between dl mutants for Gag
particle assembly and budding was thus investigated by pair-
wise coinfections of Sf9 cells and assays of extracellular Gag in
the culture fluid. With the exception of pairs involving dl115-
129myr1, which showed some complementation effect with
other deletions located at the MA N-terminal extremity, there
was no significant degree of rescue in trans between the MA dl
mutants (data not shown). On the contrary, some trans-
dominant negative effect was observed with most of the mutant
pairs involving dl41-57myr1, dl56-68myr1, dl67-78myr1, and
dl78-91myr1 (data not shown). The trans-dominant negative
effect of MA deletion mutants on Gag particle assembly and
budding over the WT Pr55gag was analyzed by coinfections of
each N-myristylated and unmyristylated dl mutant with WT
Pr55gag-expressing Gag12myr1. Extracellular release of Gag
particles was significantly decreased in coinfections of
Gag12myr1 with mutants dl41-57myr1, dl56-68myr1, dl67-
78myr1, and dl78-91myr1 (to 25 to 30% of the control level),
but not as great a detectable effect was observed with their
unmyristylated counterparts (data not shown). A significant
negative effect was obtained in coinfections of Gag12myr1
with two mutants expressing recombinant MA proteins,
amb120 and och180, in which release was decreased to 10 and
20% of the control level, respectively. Similar effects were
observed when their N-myristylated or unmyristylated versions
were used (data not shown).
EM analysis of coinfected cells. The mechanisms of the

trans-dominant negative effect exerted by some of our deletion
and truncated Gag mutants on Gag particle assembly and
release were examined at the cellular level with the electron
microscope. Three types of EM patterns were observed in
coexpression of Gag12myr1 with the N-myristylated MA dl
mutants. (i) In the first pattern, there was no discernible
change in the morphology and size of the budding Gag
particles, compared with the morphology and size observed for
single infection with Gag12myr1. This was the case for
dl10-21, dl20-32, dl31-41, dl78-91, dl90-104, dl104-115, and
dl115-129 (data not shown; Fig. 5a). (ii) The second pattern,
shown by dl41-57, dl56-68, and dl67-78, consisted of irregular
budding Gag particles, and it was similar to the pattern
presented in Fig. 5 (panels c and d). (iii) In the third case,
examplified by the coexpression of WT Pr55gag and the dl42-
100 mutant, cells exhibited rare budding Gag particles and
intranuclear inclusions of recombinant proteins (data not
shown; refer to Fig. 5f).
In cells coexpressing WT Pr55gag and Gag truncated mu-

tants, three morphological aspects could be distinguished.
With amb143 in its N-myristylated or unmyristylated version,
no significant change from the WT Gag particle budding pat-
tern was observed (Fig. 6a and b). By contrast, drastic modi-
fications in the cellular distribution of Gag particles were
observed with the two other MA-expressing recombinants,
amb120myr1 (or amb120myr2) and och180myr1 (or och180
myr2). Rare extracellular Gag particles were visible at the
surfaces of cells coinfected with Gag12myr1 and amb120, and
Gag particles accumulated within intracytoplasmic vesicles
(Fig. 6c). In coexpression of WT Pr55gag and och180, Gag
particles were very rarely detected at the cell surface. Most of
the core-like particles were found to accumulate intracellu-
larly, sometimes in the cytoplasm (see Fig. 7f) but mainly

within densely staining patches associated with the nucleus.
The same effect was observed with both versions, och180myr1
and och180myr2 (Fig. 6d and e).
EM-ARG of [3H]myristyl-labeled recombinant-infected cells.

The nuclear localization pattern of Gag particles in cells co-
infected with Gag12myr1 (expressing WT Pr55gag) and mutant
och180 was reminiscent of the one shown by cells infected
solely with N-myristylation-defective full-length recombinant
Gag10 or G2A (7, 35). It could therefore be hypothesized that
this topological effect resulted from the depletion of cellular
pools of myristic acid due to a higher efficiency of N myristy-
lation of the recombinant Gag protein expressed by the och180
mutant. However, the observation that the och180myr2 mu-
tant, which had lost its N-myristyl acceptor site by G2A
substitution (7), induced the same nuclear retargeting of Gag
particles as och180myr1 did argue against this hypothesis.
Nevertheless, the possibility that och180myr1 and och180
myr2 competed with N-myristyl transferase systems, via other
residues of their N-terminal sequences (22), could not be
excluded.
To address this issue, cells singly infected or coinfected with

Gag12myr1 and each of the three truncated Gag mutants
amb120, amb143, and och180 in their N-myristylated or un-
myristylated versions were labeled with [3H]myristic acid. Cell
extracts were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and fluorography, and
cell sections were examined by EM-ARG. In the case of
uninfected Sf9 cells, no cellular protein was substantially
labeled with [3H]myristic acid under our conditions, and
minute amounts of labeling were found in two discrete bands
migrating at 8 and 20 kDa (Fig. 7e, lane 2). In the case of
parental baculovirus (BacPAK6)-infected cells, however, two
prominent labeled proteins, migrating as a major species at 16
kDa and a minor species at 28 kDa (Fig. 7e, lane 3), were
visible. An extra band of [3H]myristyl-labeled recombinant
Pr55gag was seen in the Gag12myr1-infected cell pattern (Fig.
7e, lane 4). In control cells infected with parental BacPAK6 or
recombinant och180myr2 and examined by EM-ARG, the
[3H]myristyl labeling was mainly localized in the vicinity of
intranuclear baculovirions (Fig. 7d). In cells solely expressing
WT Pr55gag, numerous grains of 3H label were found near the
cell surface, associated with budding particles (Fig. 7a). Occa-
sionally, silver grains were seen in rows ending at the plasma
membrane (Fig. 7b). This feature was reminiscent of the
arrangement of electron-dense spheres of 20 to 25 nm in
diameter observed by conventional EM (Fig. 7c), and it was
suggestive of a cytoplasmic transit of [3H]myristyl-labeled
Pr55gag oligomers (9a) leading to budding particles. No signif-
icant difference in the EM-ARG patterns of cells singly
infected with Gag12myr1, cells coinfected with Gag12myr1
and amb143, and cells coinfected with Gag12myr1 and
amb120 was found (data not shown). However, in cells coin-
fected with Gag12myr1 and the mutant och180myr2, the
nucleoplasm, and occasionally the cytoplasm, showed Gag
core-like particles associated with [3H]myristyl-label (Fig. 7f
and g). This suggested that at least some of the WT Pr55gag

molecules which were retargeted to the nucleus upon
och180myr2 coexpression were N myristylated.

DISCUSSION

A panel of mutants with deletions in the MA domain of the
HIV-1 Gag precursor were constructed and expressed in insect
cells infected by recombinant baculoviruses. The three-dimen-
sional modifications induced by the mutations were indirectly
analyzed by the susceptibility of Pr55gag to HIV-1 protease
coexpressed in trans in coinfected cells (7, 20) and its affinity in
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vitro for a viral probe containing the encapsidation signal (7,
21, 24). The capacities of the Gag mutants to self-assemble and
to be released as membrane-enveloped particles by budding
from the plasma membrane or to be secreted as soluble,

unassembled Gag polyproteins were analyzed. The culture
media of cells infected with recombinants expressing N-myris-
tylated or unmyristylated versions of the same mutants, respec-
tively, were immunologically assayed. The assembly pheno-

FIG. 6. EM analysis of doubly infected Sf9 cells coexpressing WT Pr55gag and unmyristylated truncated Gag mutants in trans. (a and b) amb143myr2. (c)
amb120myr2. (d and e) och180myr2. White arrows in panel e point to Gag particles assembled within the nucleus, and these particles are shown in panel d at a higher
magnification. Note the presence of rare budding particles at the cell surface shown in panel d. Bars, 500 nm (a, c, and d), 100 nm (b), and 1 mm (e).
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types and cellular compartmentalization of the N-myristylated
Gag mutants were also analyzed by EM and EM-ARG.
One deletion in the MA domain, located between residues

Gly-56 and Leu-68, was found to have common deleterious
effects on all the biological properties of Gag precursor
assayed here, i.e., (i) assembly and budding of N-myristylated
Gag particles, (ii) extracellular release of unmyristylated solu-
ble Gag polyproteins, (iii) in vivo processing by HIV-1 pro-
tease coexpressed in trans, and (iv) affinity for a psi-containing
viral RNA probe in NW blotting. In addition, a discrete
trans-dominant negative effect on Gag particle assembly and
budding was observed in coexpression of WT Pr55gag and the
dl56-68 mutant. The region deleted from this mutant, G-

CRQILGQLQPS-L, corresponds to a cysteine-containing,
L(I)-Q-rich sequence, which has been found to adopt an alpha
helix conformation (1, 24a). The MA central domain within
residues 41 to 78 has already been determined to be essential
for virus assembly and incorporation of envelope glycoproteins
into the virions (9, 44, 48). Moreover, a cluster of single-amino-
acid substitutions within residues 55 to 59 (12), or the use of a
competing synthetic peptide mimicking the MA sequence from
residues 47 to 59 (27), abolished virus particle assembly and
infectious virus production.
The deletion of the C-terminal portion of the MA, and more

specifically of the conserved sequence 119-AADTGHSNQV-
128, has been shown to be detrimental to the early steps of the

FIG. 7. Autoradiographic analysis of recombinant-infected Sf9 cells labeled with [3H]myristic acid (4-week exposure). (a through c) Cells singly infected with
Gag12myr1 and analyzed by EM-ARG (a and b) or conventional EM (c). (d) EM-ARG of single infection with Gag carboxy-truncated mutant och180myr2. (e)
SDS-PAGE and fluorography of 14C-labeled protein markers (lane 1), extracts from mock-infected cells (lane 2), and cells infected with parental baculovirus (lane 3)
or recombinant Gag12myr1 (lane 4). Numbers at the left are molecular masses in kilodaltons. 3H, soluble [3H]myristic acid. (f and g) EM-ARG of cells coexpressing
WT Pr55gag (Gag12myr1) and mutant och180myr2, showing Gag particles within the cytoplasm (f) and the nucleoplasm (g). Bars, 500 nm (a and b), 100 nm (c), 1
mm (d), and 200 nm (f and g).
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viral life cycle, most likely at the stage of virus entry (49).
However, our mutant dl115-129myr1, which lacked this se-
quence, presented a WT assembly phenotype, suggesting that
this MA region was not essential for the self-assembly process
of Gag precursor molecules in insect cells. This was confirmed
by other point mutations in this portion of the MA (9, 12). In
particular, substitutions at residues 119, 120, 127, and 129
did not significantly affect virus particle assembly in trans-
fected HeLa cells or the release of the particles from these
cells (12).
Three MA mutants, with total (dl20-32myr1 and dl104-

115myr1) or partial (dl31-41myr1) deletion of one or the
other of the two polybasic signals, failed to transport N-
myristylated Gag precursor to the plasma membrane and
instead accumulated Gag particles within intracytoplasmic
vesicles (Fig. 5c). Our results with insect cells were consistent
with the observation that deletion or substitutions in the
polybasic region of the MA domain between residues 26 and
32 greatly affected the intracellular transport of the Gag
precursor in transfected COS-7 cells (50). This would suggest
that the MA polybasic signals have key roles in cellular
transport, targeting, and binding to the plasma membrane,
confirming previous results (10, 39, 50, 51). However, substi-
tutions of Lys residues at MA positions 26, 27, and 32 resulted
in only a slight delay in peak virus production by CEM cells
and a twofold reduction in particle assembly in and release
from transfected HeLa cells (12). This apparent discrepancy
between different reports favors the hypothesis that some MA
sequences will act as transport signals only in certain cell or
virus systems (12).
Coinfection of Gag12myr1 with amb143myr1 or amb143

myr2 resulted in a normal budding pattern for WT Gag
particles at the plasma membrane (Fig. 6a and b). By contrast,
a significant trans-dominant negative effect (40) on WT Gag
particle assembly and budding was observed in coexpression of
WT Pr55gag with amb120 or och180. This negative effect was
apparently due to a massive retargeting of Gag particles to
cytoplasmic vesicles in the case of amb120 and to the nucleus
in the case of och180 (Fig. 6c through e). The same topological
effect was obtained regardless of the mutant’s N-terminal
modification, i.e., with N-myristylation-competent amb120
myr1 or N-myristylation-defective amb120myr2 on the one
hand, and with och180myr1 or och180myr2 on the other
hand. This suggested that the Gag particle relocalization did
not result from a competition for cellular N-myristyl trans-
ferases between WT Pr55gag and coexpressed recombinant MA
protein. Moreover, EM-ARG of [3H]myristyl-labeled cells
coexpressing WT Pr55gag and och180myr2 showed that Gag
precursor molecules assembled into core-like particles within
the cytoplasm (Fig. 7f) and the nucleus (Fig. 7g) were indeed
N myristylated.
The different patterns of Gag particle relocation occurring

upon amb120 and och180 coexpression in trans, and the
resulting trans-dominant negative effect on budding and extra-
cellular release of WT Gag particles, suggested that the
recombinant Gag proteins of amb120 and och180 competed
with at least two separate topogenic signals in WT Pr55gag. (i)
One would be involved in myristyl-dependent plasma mem-
brane targeting of Gag and would be localized in the first 120
amino acids of the MA. (ii) The other one would be involved
in the cytoplasmic anchorage of Gag and would be situated
between residues 143 and 180 in the CA domain. This hypoth-
esis is consistent with the model of a dominant bipartite
membrane-targeting and binding signal determined to be
present in the amino-terminal 31 amino acids of HIV-1 Pr55gag

(51). It is also supported by recent results suggesting the

existence of an MA region downstream of the myristylation
site which is required for transport of Gag precursor to the
plasma membrane and for stable membrane binding (39). The
relevance of the intranuclear localization of N-myristylated
Pr55gag molecules to the life cycle of the virus, as well as the
identities of the cellular partners participating in their nuclear
transport and cytoplasmic anchorage processes, remains to be
elucidated.
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